CHAPTER    VIH
THE  NOBLES
5RISE   OP   THE   NOBILITY
during the twelfth century the fighting-men, drawn from the
most varied walks of life - from kings to serfs armed by their
masters - became finally fused in a single class, now hereditary,
inspired by a strongly corporate spirit, and occupying the highest
rank in society. Its formation was due to a combination of two
customs - fighting on horseback and the system of fiefs - arising
out of conditions dictated by the military technique of the age.
The fighting-man par excellence was the mounted soldier. He
alone was known by the Latin name miles (warrior); the foot-
soldiers, who were known as sergents (sergeants, from the- Latin
servientes, those who serve) and armed with bows and swords,
playing merely a despised and auxiliary part. The mounted
soldier fought with a sword and a long lance of ash-wood, shod
with an iron point, but as soon as war split up into a series of small
combats between individuals, the fighting-man, who provided his
own equipment, thought in the first place of his own self-protection,
so that the essential thing came to be his armour for defence (the
original sense of the word 'arms'). It consisted of several pieces:
the long pointed shield, hanging from the neck and intended to
parry lance-thrusts; the helmet, or casque, which not only pro-
tected the skull and nose, but enclosed the whole head; and the
hauberk or coat of mail, the principal portion of the armour,
which covered the whole body from neck to ankle. Horse-soldiers,
bearing the lance and sword, but protected only by a jerkin or
gambison - that is, a cuirass with a quilted lining - were no longer
regarded as fully equipped men-at-arms and cease to figure in
the records.
Since the equipment of the man-at-arms was very heavy and
expensive, the mounted warrior only assumed it at the moment
of entering into battle; so that he required an attendant to carry
his armour and shield, lead his charger, and help him put on
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